
SOLDER MONKEY’S FLCS PRO MICRO REWIRING GUIDE 

 

I just did an FLCS yesterday, so... 

 

1. Leave the screws in the stick in - you don't have to do anything to the stick or buttons. The FLCS 

can happen all from underneath. 

2. Turn it upside down and drop the stick in a wide mouth tall mason or pickle jar to act as a 

stabilizing base. 

3. Take the four rubber feet and the four screws out of the base. 

4. Unsolder the 5 wires from the handle off the main board, leaving them as long as humanly 

possible. They should be Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, Brown. 

5. Clean the three terminals at the base of each pot. You'll need to remove the old wires from the 

pot, they're probably not long enough. 

6. Unscrew, unsolder old cables from and then toss the old main board. 

7. Solder Red wires to one of the outside contacts of both pots and black wires to the other outside 

contact. Solder a different color to the middle contact on the pot - that's going to be your Axis 

input line on the Pro Micro. Each pot should go Red, Other, Black. ( Fill in Colour used below ) 

8. From there, grab whatever method you're going to use to mount your pro-micro and figure out 

how you're going to connect USB to the outside world. I reuse the old main joystick connector 

wire and just cut a 3 foot phone cord in half. Splice the old joystick connector in the middle. Put 

good stress reliefs on the far end USB square connector. You don't need much on the inside 

connector, because it isn't going to move. Reusing the old joystick connector cord will give you a 

pretty, factory look on the joystick. 

 

 



From here, I'm going to identify wires by the convention of (MMJoy Line ID) / (Printed ID on Sparkfun 

Pro Micro board) 

 

Wires from the handle: 

Green - Ground - to GND on the Arduino 

Yellow - Shift Register MISO - to B3/14 on the Arduino 

Orange - SPI Clock - to B1/15 on the Arduino 

Red - Shift Register Output (CS) - to F7/A0 on the Arduino 

Brown - +5v - to VCC on the Arduino 

 

Wires from the pots: 

Red - +5v - to VCC on Arduino 

Black - Ground - to GND on Arduino 

Axis input wire from X pot to F4/A3    _____________________ (your colour used here) 

Axis Input wire from Y pot to F5/A2    _____________________(your colour used here) 

 

Now, fire up MMJoy2 

On the button page: 

Select that you have a 4021 Shift Register coming in on F7 and select Clock length 3 (ie 3 4021 Chips) 

Program your buttons and hats in the interface as you see fit 

 

On the axis page: 

Click the first drop down as IntSensor and define it as F4 and X 

Click the first drop down in the next row as IntSensor and define it as F5 and Y. 

Click Save to device. 

Then open up your windows joystick controller setup and see if you need to invert any of the axis. 

 

SM 


